BLUSH JEWELLERY
LIFE IS WHAT YOU MAKE IT?

HANNAH STEELE

“In the near future
it may be that
the functionality
possessed or promised
by products will be
derived from thE
manipulation of
genetic material.”

brief
Synthetic Biology is the engineering of genetic material.
It allows desirable functions or qualities of one organic
thing to be passed to another. This technology provides the
opportunity for novel, sensory experiences involving taste,
smell or even enhancing our own bodies. In order for this
bio-tech to make its way from the lab into everyday use, it
must first be translated by designers into real life products,
services and experiences.

BLUSH JEWELLERY

SOLUTION
Blush Jewellery is a speculative design project using synthetic
biology to explore the potential future of inter-personal
match- making. Made of synthetically engineered plants that
monitor the wearer’s pheromones from sweat produced by
the apocrine glands located on the body, the Blush necklace
features a decorative array of small flowers which blossom
slowly when the wearer is visually and ‘biologically’ attracted to
a potential mate. Whereas the Blush ear-cuff expels alpha male
pheromones to repel any unwanted admirers.

desk
research

In order to gain a wealth of knowledge
on the topic of synthetic biology, I began
by breaking down this wide topic into
sub-groups, and brought all my findings
together in a mood board. Through this
I was able to see emerging themes of
interest and popularity- providing possible
design directions. These groups were:
Sustainability, Wearables, Sociality,
Digital, Food and DIY Bio. With this desk
research I was able to define my own
definition of synthetic biology:

“Synthetic biology -a mix of
biology, engineering and
chemistry in order to design
new biological “things”
which do not already exist
in nature. Alternatively, the
redesign, or replication, of
already existing natural
“things” in synthetic manners.”

This technology has huge potential, but
there are a lot of ethical issues which,
arguably, are stunting its growth within
society. As designers, if we start to
understand the functionality of specific
applications, we can start to design for
realistic contexts. I took an interest within
synthetic wearables with regards to the
future of fashion, sparked by several
conceptual projects produced by the
Royal College of Art in London. I became
intrigued with how it is being used within
this wearables market, as wearable
technology’s popularity is exploding with
fashion’s power in defining one’s identity
(or at least shaping a desired identity). I
asked myself, with this tech, how will this
market adapt, change, evolve to fit our
needs as consumers?

field
research

I started to look at fashion within society,
and came up with four key findings:
Extension of Self, Utility, Customisable
and Value. I wanted my outcome to bring
more utility into fashion, add value to
the user, and ultimately express a part
of their identity, but I needed to find a
social context to design within. I started
looking at fashion utility more, and
how garments can be used as tools in
attracting a mate- much like peacocks
using their feathers to court. I chose the
context of first dates and conducted
interviews and observations. I recruited
“Gen Y” interview participants, because
of the increased use, and lowered taboo,
of online dating. 75% of participants were
singles and actively dating- on and offline.
These participants generally found the

experience of dating “nerve- racking“
putting them off engaging in dating
at all, resulting in dating apps rising in
popularity. The majority of males I spoke
to found it increasingly hard to read their
date’s body language. Interestingly Matt,
22, said “girls always make the first move,
they give you the “invitation” with their
body language in order to say I like you”,
however he goes on to express how this
invitation is one that he can’t always read
from his date, and therefore misreads
what his date’s true feelings are. Interview
and observation takeaways included:
dating brings out a lot of nervousness
and stress, body language and subconscious gestures can be misleading,
young people have a lack of confidence
because of fear of rejection.

research
RESULTS

In order to extracted key opportunities I
wrote down each finding and arranged
them into themes to help me discover
topics of opportunity: Preparation
rituals, Physical appearance, Identity,
Communication, Biological compatibility,
and Confidence. A lot of my research
related to Confidence, in terms of physical
appearance, and Communication, in
terms of understanding subconscious
signals and body language. Confidence
was discussed most in interviews, and
how many participants had a lack of
it. I concluded that boosting the user’s
confidence had to be a core part of
my design resolution. Communication
also proved important to consider, as
several of my participants indicated
that there are many unclear signals

exchanged between couples on dates“The start of relationships aren’t honest”.
In discussions about online dating,
there were again a lot of themes about
miscommunication and dishonesty- “I
never want to advertise anything that I’m
not, but a lot of people do.” Participants
found it hard to see the sincerity of
users online, and have began finding
apps like Tinder to become too much of
a spectacle, but meeting people offline
can be daunting. Through this synthesis
of research I created several opportunity
statements, and chose two to take
forward through the design process:

How might we celebrate
people unique qualities to
boost users confidence?
AND How might we aid the
reading of body language?

“make up and
clothes help
me bring my
personality to
the surface”
- NAOMI

“confidence”
workshop

From the opportunity statements, I began
thinking about how to aid communication
between potential partners, as well as
creating confidence through celebrating
people’s physical appearances. Before
I jumped into ideation I wanted to host
a workshop with some of the people
I interviewed. I asked each of them
to complete a simple task of drawing
themselves, indicating which body part
they felt was their best feature/s. After
producing a few 5 minute sketches, I
got everyone to put them up on the wall
to discuss. It was really interesting to
see how people perceived themselves.
We spoke about different ways they
would use clothing and make-up to
enhance these features further- such
as lip stick, cropped clothing etc. I got a

lot of positive feedback, especially from
the female participants as they loved
engaging in an activity that promoted
a healthy body image. The second part
of the discussion was about a potential
wearable design. The participants
discussed, and concluded that if I was
to design a synbio wearable it would
have to take the archetypical shape of
something already typically worn to
events- such as dates. If something too
alien, or scientific looking was designed
it would become too much of a spectacle
itself. This workshop helped me carve
a design direction, to design a wearable
that complimented -not overpowered- the
human body to compliment the wearers
physical appearance. It’s function, to aid
communication and highlight attraction.

INITIAL
ideation

With the proposal of designing “matchmaking wearables” I began developing
ideas of how this could manifest, during
which I researched more about the
biology and psychology of attraction. I
began reading a lot about pheromones
and the subconscious methods in which
mammals choose their mates. I liked
this idea being another sense into the
social interaction of dating. Pheromones
are airborne molecules that are released
from certain sweat glands of the body
called the apocrine glands which are
picked up through smell, and are used
to attract a member of the opposite
sex. My strongest concept consisted
of a “coded” plant which changed in
shape or colour depending on attraction
(heightened pheromone levels). I

eventually came to the idea of designing
a range of embellishments and jewellery
which could house these genetically
modified plants. Jewellery is used to
“mark social status within society”, such
as an engagement ring, could it possibly
be a way to show your sexual interest
in someone? There are many layers to a
person’s physical appearance, and I was
designing for the most outer, the finishing
touch that will bring interior emotions
to the surface, giving the physical
appearance of someone more depth and
meaning. This concept plays on the idea
of “love at first sight”.

“Personal ornaments, that
are typically made from or
contain jewels and precious
metals. A marker of personal
or social status worn on
particular parts of the body.”

?
FACE

WHO IS IT FOR?
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In order to design an experience/product
that brought synthetic biology into a
social context I needed to ensure that
my concept had meaning and value. To
ensure this I wanted I needed to make
sure that this wearable is part of a wider
story. I began to consider questions
about what the experience of wearing this
jewellery would be. The most important
decision I had to make was who is this
product for? My initial concepts were
mostly for women, however I did consider
having different jewellery pieces for both
males and females- almost as senders
and receivers displaying interest and
attraction. However, I felt that if I just
focussed on one product, I could design
a more refined wearable and ultimately
a richer interaction. Going back to

my research, a particular participant
mentioned that he often misreads the
“invitation” that females give with their
body language. For example, the okay
to lean in for the kiss. I took this insight
and wanted to create an experience
that accentuated this invitation and to
communicate her feelings in a clearer and
more expressive way. I did not believe
that I would make people fall in love, but
aid people in the search for a mate. After
choosing my audience, I mapped out the
female body and pin pointed the typical
attractive features, and the location
of the apocrine glands that produce
pheromones. The area where these two
meet are around the face, ears and chest.
This was the evidence that I needed to go
on a develop a necklace and ear piece.
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HOW DOES IT WORK?

Each jewellery design will hold bespoke
synthetically engineered plants. The
BioChem company Evolva have proven
that plants can in fact be coded, much
like component parts of a circuit. Through
this cellular programming, plants will be
able to react to certain inputs, and emit a
desired output by taking the qualities of
different plants and embedding it within
one’s DNA. Therefore not only will would
my jewellery be able to emit pheromones
on command, but they will be able to
detect the levels of pheromones emitted
by the wearer to produce an appearance
change. For input, I discovered that when
a human is attracted to someone their
pheromone production increases. Since
plants already communicate this way
theoretically the plants can be triggered

when it detects a pheromone spike. A
similar thing can be done with touch,
the input for ear-cuff piece, by taking
the qualities of the Mimosa plant which
closes in reaction to touch. Evolva have
successfully embedded the qualities,
flavour and aroma of vanilla into yeast.
They have concluded that they will be
able to adapt other plant life in much the
same way within the next 5 to 10 years.
There has also been discussion about
the implantation of different pheromones
into plants DNA. They were successful
in implanting a female moth pheromone
into a plant in order to lure males, and act
as a pesticide. This suggests that within
my necklace design it could release
“highly attractive” chemical, and the earcuff an alpha male repellent.

CONCEPT
DEVELOPMENT

Since I really wanted to consider the
female body within my design I started
prototyping with wire mesh that I could
mould around my own torso to get
an idea of shape and size. This quick
prototype got me thinking of the different
curves I could use and accentuate within
my design. I looked at bones as initial
inspiration for shapes, as the collar bone
is seen as an attractive feature. I used
clay to model bone inspired shapes and
used them to build up early necklaces
designs. Since the necklace piece is at
the centre of the experience I wanted to
design this first, and from there go on
to design the ear-cuff. Apart from clay, I
also used other materials such as fleece,
netting, as well hacking existing cheap
jewellery. I was able to visualise different

necklace styles quickly. Through various
iterations I had developed a design, using
the hacked jewellery, which lay over the
shoulders with a centre piece located
along the collar bones. I came to this
idea as it was important that the plants
roots would be able to pick up the sweat
from the wearers armpits. I prototyped
these “roots” with string and thread. I
wanted this necklace to have elegance,
and therefore I had to design a piece that
would pick up sweat discretely. I used
artificial plant structures to pin point
where within the design should the plant
be located, and concluded that it would
make more of an impact if the necklace
had not only one plant but several: one
centre piece and a few smaller- to create
a bigger impact when blossoming.

PROTOTYPE
BUILD

For my final design I took the idea of the
shoulder piece further. I wanted this piece
of jewellery to be elegant but also be a
statement piece. The interaction would be
diluted if this necklace didn’t create impact
when fully blossomed. I liked the clay shapes
that I had created, and this idea of a repeated
pattern which could be angled to curves
of the body. I came across the shape of a
hexagon in my research as the symbol used
for pheromones. I thought that it would be
a perfect shape to base my necklace on, the
semantics would be connected to theory
behind it. I sketched out possible concepts,
but I found it easier to visualise in tangible
form. I cut out lots of hexagons in different
sizes and began arranging them in ways to
create different aesthetic patterns. I liked the
way that when the hexagons came together
it created a shape that almost resembled a
cellular structure. Not only did I work with

card, paper and the chain I had hacked from
pre-existing jewellery, but I used solid-works
to visualise it in 3 dimensional form which I
was able to render in different ways. The CAD
drawings were also intended for me to start
casting my desired structures, however with
limited budget for this project I wasn’t able
to cast- in reality the piece would of been
brass. I found that laser-cutting would be the
most effective way of creating my model. I
was able to cut each piece out, spray paint it
gold and tie it together with string (“roots”). I
bought artificial succulent plants and cut them
into shape, gluing them onto the “roots”. To
emulate the growing flowers I hand-made 24
pink buds, all at different stages of blossom,
on the head of pins. I was then able to take
the flowers on and off the necklace for a quick
stop animation video. I created the ear-cuff
the same way but also used clay to mould to
fit around the shape of an ear.

MEMORY

Blush necklace is kept in a
Jewellery box for display and
care. Once love is found each
flower is planted within the box
representing solidity.

USER
JOURNEY
User makes a conscious
decision to wear the ‘Blush’
jewellery- only worn on
specific occasions, as a
finishing touch to her outfit.

The ear-cuff gives her
the power to repel any
unwanted admirers, which
also help speed up the
retreat of the flowers.

spectacle

ANTICIPATION

Worn in settings where it is likely
to find a mate. Initially triggered
by the sighting of an attractive
person, one which compliments
her own pheromones This triggers
the necklace to blossom.

Through interaction the female
can determine if she is truly
attracted to her date- by the
speed of blossom of the plants.
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“THE NECKLACE IS
BEAUTIFUL. IT’D REALLY
LOVE TO SEE THIS AS A
social EXPERIMENT, IS IT
MODERN CHIVALRY? IT
COULD BE.”
-ALEXANDRA”
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